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Assumptions and Questions: 
How is Leadership developed throughout an organization?

5. Leadership is measured by Impact. Impact is the change or difference that comes from 
decisions made and actions taken.

6. Leadership is everyone’s responsibility.

7. Leadership originates in the act of personal initiative. Initiative is the action that 
follows a decision to act.

8. Leadership initiative is an action that everyone can take, regardless of role, experience 
or skill.

9. Leadership development helps people understand how to think, relate and act to make 
a difference.

10. Leadership can take place within an organizational structure or within an informal 
relationship of people.
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1. Leadership is both a role and a responsibility.

2. Leadership is role specific based on position within the 
organizational structure.

3. Leadership is a responsibility when it is a matter of 
influence and impact.

4. Leadership occurs in the context of human relationships. 



1. How do Leaders learn to lead?
2. How is Leadership conducted at different levels of an organizational structure?

3. What are the Leadership skills and values that apply to all people in an organization?
4. What are the Leadership skills and values needed for different organizational roles?

5. What are the areas of human functioning that an organization should develop?
6. Is there a standard for leadership performance?

7. What role does talent play in leadership ability?
8. What are the Leadership responsibilities within the Three Dimensions of Leadership?

9. What is the best way to teach/train leaders to think strategically and practically?
10. How do leaders learn to develop leadership teams?

11. How do leaders build trust with those whom they lead?
12. How do leaders develop governing policy for the organization?

13. How do leaders pass leadership down through the organization?
14. What do leaders need to sustain leadership performance?

15. What is a leader’s perspective, and how is it developed?
16. What is the role of communication in being a leader?

17. How do leaders learn to communicate well?
18. What does it mean for a leader to be an ethical person?

19. How do leaders mentor other leaders?
20. How do leaders learn to make decisions?

21. What thinking – human interaction skills do leaders need?
22. How do organizations develop the personal character required for leadership?

23. How do leaders learn to handle interpersonal conflict?
24. How do leaders learn to take initiative?

25. How do leaders learn to measure their impact?
26. How do leaders develop an organization’s mission?

27. What role do values have in the development of leadership teams?
28. What does visionary leadership mean?

29. How is leadership developed in partnerships, collaborations, and coalitions?
30. What is servant leadership?

31. How do leaders move their organizations from an inspiring idea to impact?
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